
BEFORE THE SINGLE BENCH: ODISHA SALES TAX TRIBUNAL, 
CUTTACK. 

     S.A.No. 244(V)/2017-18 

(From the order of the ld.JCST (Appeal), Cuttack-II Range, Cuttack, in 
Appeal No. AA/31/OVAT/CUII/2016-17, dtd.10.05.2017, confirming 

the assessment order of the Assessing Officer) 
 

Present:         Sri S. Mohanty                     
                  2nd Judicial Member                  
 

M/s. Odiray Drinks, 
Imamnagar, Jagatpur, 

Dist. Cuttack.         … Appellant 
-Versus- 

 

State of Odisha represented by the 
Commissioner of Sales Tax, 
Orissa, Cuttack.     .… Respondent 

       
For the Appellant     : Mr. A.K. Meher, Advocate 
For the Respondent   : Mr. S.K. Pradhan, ASC (CT) 
 
(Assessment period : 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2015) 

Date of Hearing: 25.08.2018    Date of Order: 25.08.2018 
 

ORDER 
 

This appeal is directed against the order of learned First 

Appellate Authority/Joint Commissioner of Sales Tax (Appeal), 

Cuttack-II Range, Cuttack (in short, FAA/JCST) in First Appeal Case 

No. AA/31/OVAT/CUII/2016-17 whereby the FAA has confirmed the 

order of assessment passed by Assessing Authority/Sales Tax Officer, 

Cuttack-II Circle, Cuttack (in short, AA/STO) passed in a proceeding 

u/s.42(4) of the Odisha Value Added Tax Act, 2004 (in short, OVAT 

Act) initiated on the basis of Audit Visit Report (AVR) submitted by AA 

covering period from 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2015 relating to the 
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assessee-dealer, M/s. Odiray Drinks, Imamnagar, Jagatpur, Cuttack, a 

registered dealer engaged in manufacturing and selling of soft drinks. 

2.  The allegation in the AVR against the dealer was, there 

was mismatch of ITC to the tune of Rs.4,00,610/- during the 

assessment year 2013-14. The AA on cross verification of the return 

filed by the dealer with the return downloaded from the VATIS of the 

Department found that, both did not tallied with each other. On 

reconciliation of ITC as shown in the books of account in comparison 

with VATIS, he calculated wrong claim of ITC to the tune of 

Rs.1,56,285/- during the assessment period 2013-14 and 2014-15. 

Thereafter, the AA calculated the net tax due which was determined at 

Rs.18,93,887.52 by the dealer. The dealer was found to have paid 

Rs.14,11,358/-. After adjustment of the tax already paid of 

Rs.14,11,358/- from the payable amount of Rs.18,93,887.52, his 

balance tax due was calculated at Rs.4,82,529.52. Besides tax due, 

penalty u/s.42(5) i.e. twice of the tax due was also imposed and 

thereby the total due raised to Rs.14,47,588.56. 

3.  Being aggrieved with such demand, the dealer had 

preferred first appeal. The ld.JCST (Appeal, Cuttack-II Range, Cuttack 

as First Appellate Authority (FAA) vide impugned order confirmed the 

demand.  

4.  When the matters stood thus, the dealer has preferred this 

second appeal. It is contended by the dealer that, there was no 

mismatch of ITC. So, disallowance of ITC by the fora below is illegal. It 

is also contended that, the AA had not taken into consideration of the 

purchase invoices and the fact that the selling dealers of the instant 

dealer were having valid registration during the tax period, so the 

assessment orders suffers from illegality. It is further contended that, 
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the penalty as imposed was uncalled for in the facts and 

circumstances of the case. 

5.  State has raised cross objection in support of the 

impugned order. In the appeal in hand, the dealer has questioned the 

order of FAA confirming the order of AA. The allegation against the 

dealer was there was mismatch of ITC, which was detected on 

verification of the dealer’s books of account with the return 

downloaded from the VATIS. The taxing authority had denied the ITC 

to the dealer for the reason that, the registration certificate of two 

selling dealers of the instant dealer were under suspension during the 

period. On the other hand, on perusal of the impugned order it is 

found that, the appellate authority has gone in a slipshod manner. In 

his cryptic order, the FAA has only mechanically accepted the order of 

AA. It is a fact that, as it reveals from the impugned order, the dealer 

had not produced any document before the fora below, but that does 

not ipso facto allow the FAA not to apply his mind to the sustainability 

of order under challenge before him. Here the FAA has passed the 

impugned order without application of mind and without going into the 

point of controversy between the parties. On the other hand, on 

perusal of the orders of both the fora below, it cannot be ascertained 

that, when the registered certificate of the selling dealers were 

suspended and whether the instant dealer had purchased goods 

during this suspension period. Further, it is also to be noted that, 

whether the entire quantity of goods during the assessment period 

should have treated as purchase from unregistered dealer and the 

facts should have taken into consideration by both the fora below while 

disallowing the ITC. Hence, it is held that, the impugned order being a 

non-reasoned one, is not sustainable in the eye of law. Reliance is 

placed in the matter of Steel Authority of India Ltd. Vrs. Sales Tax 
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Officer, Rourkela-I Circle and others reported in [2008] 16 VST 181 

(SC). 

 From the foregoing reasons above, it is held that, this is a fit 

case to be remanded to the FAA for disposal afresh after giving proper 

opportunity of being heard to the dealer in the light of the observation 

above. Hence, ordered. 

 The appeal is allowed on contest. The impugned order is set-

aside hereby. The matter is remitted back to the FAA for disposal 

afresh as per the observation above. 

 
Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

 

 

      Sd/-         Sd/- 

   (S. Mohanty)           (S. Mohanty) 
    2nd Judicial Member       2nd Judicial Member 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 


